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“You deserve to have your best 
customers amplifying your story.
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‘The right words to say’
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1. Find the right problem to solve.
2. Find the right words.
3. Get better results.



(step 1)

Find the right 
problem to solve.



What problem is your 
business solving?
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“How you tell the story of your 
business will reveal the problem 
your business is trying to solve.
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“… tell a story about your 
customer and a real problem 

THEY have in THEIR life.
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… tell a story about your 
customer and a real problem 
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Start by stating 
the most important 
problem you solve

in your customer’s life!
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“Do you know how families are struggling to 
find ways to spend time together these 
days? I gather families around the piano. I 
am the person who makes that piano more 
enjoyable to play so they can build 
memories having a good time around their 
piano.
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Step 2:
Enjoy it on a 
deeper level.
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Step 3:
Gather your 

family and friends!
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“The right problem to solve isn’t 
always the one your 

customer sees.
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Use the right words.
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Develop a business 
‘One liner’ that ties the 
whole story together.
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Develop a word bank:
Secondary Words

Surround
Loved Ones

Relax, Unwind
Musical Aspiration

Being Present
Memories
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“Most customers don’t understand 
when you talk about their piano.
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Update your 
website! 

Step 3: Get better results!

Visit DemoPianoService.com
to see this full website.
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“Telling a self-focused 
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business will result in failure.
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Be ready for every 
conversation.
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Write your 
one liner 

today!
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Step 3: Get better results!

Grow your business. 
Build your brand.



Gazelle School of Business Webinars
* Recording available.

● Pricing Piano Services *
● Retiring & Selling *
● Simplifying Your Service Model *
● Running a Profitable Piano Service Business *
● Tripling Your Revenue *
● Hiring Your First Office Assistant *
● Creating Estimates That Sell *
● Landing The 5 Star Review *
● Selling Your Story *
● Building a Powerful & Simple Website - Registration Open!
● Finding & Retaining New Customers
● Hiring Your First Technician

https://growwithgazelle.com/school 


